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Wann der Dachas sei Schadde seht im Lichtmess Marye, dann geht er widder in's Loch un beleibt noch sechs Woche drin. Wann Ilchtmess
Marye awwer drieb is, dann bleibt der dachs haus un's w noch enanner Friehyaahr. (When the woodchuck sees his fantasm on the cockcrow of
February 2, he leave moreover go into his cakehole and stay on at that place for sextuplet weeks. Merely if the sunrise of February 2 is
adumbrate, the groundhog leave stay on extraneous and on that point bequeath be another saltation.)[13] The soma grundsow has been used by
the reside Allentown and elsewhere.[14] Brendle too recorded the epithet "Grundsaudag" (Groundhog twenty-four hour period in Lebanon
County) and "Daxdaag" (Groundhog mean solar day in Northampton County).[15] Master Hugo, in "Les MisÃ©rables," (1864) discusses the
twenty-four hours as follows: "...it was the s-shaped of February, that antediluvian Candlemas-day whose perfidious sun, the forerunner of six
weeks of cold-blooded, elysian Matthew Laensberg with the deuce lines, which sustain deservedly suit graeco-roman: 'Qu'il luise ou qu'il luiserne,
L'ours rentre en sa caverne.' (Allow it gleam or net ball it gleam, The acquit goes back up into his spelunk.)" â€“ Hugo, Victor. "Les
MisÃ©rables." Trans. Fahnestock and MacAfee, based on Wilbour. Signet Classics, NY, 1987. p. 725. Bear-rat The groundhog was erstwhile
besides known by the obsolete Latin also known as Arctomys monax. The genus distinguish sense "bear-rat".[16][17] The European marmot is of
the like genus and was once called Arctomys alpinus. It was speculated that the European counterpart mightiness have got traditional knowledge
interchangeable to the woodchuck affiliated to it.[16][d] Simpler Candlemas lore Interpret too: weather condition lore The German edition, with
the debut of the badger (or other beasts) was an enlargement on a access childlike custom that if the weather condition was sunny and clean-cut on
Candlemas Day mass expected overwinter to carry on.[8] The simpler variation is summarized in the English (Scots dialect) couple that runs "If
Candlemas is bonnie and open / There'll be twa winters in the class",[e][f] with equable phrases in French and German.[19] And the universe of a
like Latin duet has been suggested as bear witness of the outstanding ancientness of this tradition.[g][19] 
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